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Abstract

This study was performed to assess the binding kinetics of a targeted microbubble contrast agent exposed to shear stress. An

ultrasound contrast targeted to P-selectin was designed by conjugating monoclonal antibodies against murine P-selectin

(RB40.34) to the lipid monolayer shell of the microbubble using poly(ethylene glycol)-biotin–streptavidin. The attachment and

detachment of targeted microbubbles to P-selectin immobilized on a culture dish were assessed in a parallel-plate flow chamber.

Targeted microbubbles (5� 106 particles/ml) drawn through the flow chamber coated with P-selectin (109 sites/Am2) at a shear

stress of 0.3 dyn/cm2 accumulated at a rate of 565 mm� 2 min� 1. Attachment rates increased at higher plate surface densities of

P-selectin, and microbubble detachment was reduced. Accumulation rate first increased with shear stress, reached a maximum

at f 0.6 dyn/cm2 and then decreased. Control experiments on a plate that lacked P-selectin, or was blocked with mAb

RB40.34, resulted in minimal bubble attachment. Microbubble detachment was tested by ramping up shear stress at 30-s

intervals. Half-maximal detachment was reached at 34 dyn/cm2. Overall, accumulation and retention of targeted ultrasound

contrast agents is possible under physiologic flow conditions and is strongly influenced by shear stress and surface density of

the target receptor.
D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ultrasound contrast agents composed of gas-filled

microbubbles with diameters generally less than 5 Am
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have been in clinical use for several years [1–4]. These

agents can improve the accuracy of assessing left

ventricular function during echocardiography and al-

low imaging of tissue perfusion. The past few years

have seen the development of site-targeted microbub-

bles that can be used for molecular and cellular imaging

in vivo [5–8], as well as for ultrasound-assisted drug

and gene delivery and triggered release [9–11].

One strategy to prepare targeted microbubbles is by

coupling ligands specific to target receptors onto the
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microbubble surface. Such site targeted microbubbles

bind to specific receptors expressed on cell surfaces

and are thereby retained in the tissue. Adhesion

behavior of these targeted microbubbles has been

studied in a flow environment in vitro [12–14], but

the dynamics of adhesion and detachment have not

been fully characterized. The adhesion of leukocytes

to endothelial cells has been extensively studied in

vivo as well as in vitro. Parallel plate flow chamber

systems have been used to study the adhesion of

neutrophils [15], polystyrene beads [16,17] and nano-

spheres [18] to specific receptors on the target surface

under static and flow conditions. Attachment of cells

and beads depends on the site density of the adhesion

molecules and on the fluid shear stress applied.

In this study, a parallel plate flow chamber system

was applied to gain insights into the adhesion of

targeted microbubbles to immobilized substrates. A

system was developed and optimized to perform

flow studies using targeted microbubbles with a

commercially available parallel plate flow chamber

by video microscopy. This study was undertaken to

establish whether monoclonal antibodies against mu-

rine P-selectin attached to gas-filled microbubbles

would bind to immobilized murine P-selectin under

controlled shear conditions. Another reason for the

study was to ascertain optimal site densities to

promote maximal attachment rates and resistance to

detachment. Understanding the process of targeted

microbubble attachment and detachment may help in

the prediction of in vivo behavior of targeted micro-

bubbles and in the design of successful targeted

preparations.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Biotinylation of antibody

Monoclonal antibody (mAb) RB40.34 (Lympho-

cyte Culture Center, University of Virginia, Charlot-

tesville, VA), a rat anti-mouse monoclonal IgG1

against murine P-selectin [19] was dialyzed overnight

in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Gibco Invitrogen,

Grand Island, NY) using Slide-A-Lyzer 10 K dialysis

cassettes (Pierce, Rockford, IL). Biotin N-hydroxy-

succinimide ester (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was used to

biotinylate RB40.34 in PBS according to standard
procedures [20]; unreacted biotin and reaction

byproducts were removed by overnight dialysis in

PBS. The amount of biotin on the antibody was

determined using avidin-HABA (2-(4V-hydroxyazon-
benzene)benzoic acid, Pierce) displacement method

[21]. There were approximately 0.37 to 0.9 mol of

biotin per mol of biotinylated RB40.34 for various

preparations.

2.2. Preparation of P-selectin substrates

Culture dishes (35 mm, Corning, Corning, NY)

were rinsed with methanol and dried. PBS droplets

(200 Al) containing dilutions (2.5–350 ng) of recom-

binant mouse P-selectin/Fc chimera (R&D Systems,

Minneapolis, MN) were placed in a 1 cm diameter

circular area on the dishes. The dishes were incubated

overnight at 4 jC. The dishes were washed with PBS

containing 0.05% Tween 20 (J.T. Baker, Phillipsburg,

NJ) (PBS-Tween) and blocked with 2 ml of blocker

casein solution in TBS (Pierce) for 1 h at room

temperature.

2.3. P-selectin site density determination

Site densities of P-selectin on the polystyrene

dishes were determined using time-resolved fluores-

cence detection of Eu-labeled streptavidin [22] (Per-

kinElmer Wallac, Turku, Finland). One milliliter of

PBS containing 0.94 Ag biotinylated RB40.34 was

added to each P-selectin-coated dish, incubated at

room temperature for 30 min and the unbound anti-

body was removed by six washes with PBS-Tween.

One milliliter of 0.1 Ag/ml Eu-labeled streptavidin

solution was added to each plate and incubated at

room temperature for 30 min. The dishes were washed

with PBS-Tween, then 900 Al DELFIA enhancement

solution (PerkinElmer Wallac) was added to each

plate and incubated at room temperature for 5 min.

Enhancement solution containing desorbed Eu was

collected from each plate and placed in 96-well plates

(300 Al per well). Time-resolved fluorescence was

then measured using a SPECTRAmax Gemini XS

dual-scanning microplate spectrofluorometer (Molec-

ular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) at 360 nm excitation

and 610 nm emission. Fluorescence detection interval

was 250–1250 As. Control culture dishes with no P-

selectin coat, blocked with casein in TBS were sim-
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ilarly treated to obtain nonspecific background. Back-

ground-subtracted fluorescence counts were compared

with a calibration curve for Eu-labeled streptavidin to

obtain amount of Eu-labeled streptavidin on the

culture dish. Surface site density of P-selectin was

then calculated assuming 1:1 binding of P-selectin

with RB40.34 as well as of RB40.34 with Eu-labeled

streptavidin.

2.4. Preparation of targeted microbubbles

Microbubbles with monoclonal antibodies against

P-selectin (MBP) conjugated to their surface were

designed as previously described [7]. Briefly, bio-

tinylated microbubbles containing decafluorobutane

gas (Flura, Newport, TN) were prepared by sonic

dispersion of gas in the aqueous medium containing

phosphatidylcholine, PEG stearate and biotin–

PEG–DSPE; centrifugal flotation was applied to

remove unincorporated lipids from microbubbles

[23]. One milliliter of degassed PBS was added

to 1 ml of biotinylated microbubbles and centri-

fuged at 400� g in a bucket rotor (HN-SII centri-

fuge, IEC, Needham Heights, MA). The floating

density of gas-filled bubbles is effectively close to

zero if compared with the density of the aqueous

medium. Perfluorocarbon gas density is on the

order of 0.01, and the shell contributes minimally

to the bubble mass and volume; therefore, micro-

bubble centrifugal flotation is a rapid and efficient
Fig. 1. Design of a targeted microbubble. A biotinylated monoclonal antibo

using lipid–PEG–biotin (B) and streptavidin (S) spacer.
process. The infranatant was drained and 2 ml of

PBS was added to the supernatant cake of micro-

bubbles. This process of washing the biotinylated

microbubbles was repeated six times. They were

then incubated on ice with 3 Ag streptavidin (Sig-

ma) for every 1�107 microbubbles for 30 min and

washed twice. The streptavidin coated biotinylated

microbubbles were then incubated on ice with 7.5

Ag biotinylated RB40.34 for every 1�107 micro-

bubbles for 30 min and again washed twice.

Targeted microbubbles were thus prepared with

biotinylated RB40.34 coupled to the phospholipid

monolayer of the microbubble shell through a

biotin–streptavidin bridge (Fig. 1). A Coulter Mul-

tisizer IIe (Beckman Coulter, Hialeah, FL) was used

to determine the microbubble concentration, size

distribution and surface area.

2.5. Measurement of antibody concentration on

microbubble surface

Biotinylated RB40.34 was labeled with fluorescein

isothiocyanate (FITC) (Sigma). Microbubbles targeted

to P-selectin were prepared as described above using

the FITC labeled antibody and the washes after

incubating with the antibody were collected. Micro-

bubble concentration and surface area were deter-

mined using a Coulter counter. The microbubbles

were then destroyed by immersing the tube containing

microbubble dispersion in an ultrasound bath (model
dy (RB40.34) is coupled to the lipid monolayer of the microbubble



Fig. 2. P-selectin site density adsorption isotherm. Graph shows the

P-selectin site density dependence on P-selectin concentration of the

solution used for coating the culture dish. Data points taken in

triplicate (meanF S.E.M.).
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G112SP1T, Laboratory Supplies, Hicksville, NY) and

fluorescence of the microbubble-derived samples as

well as the wash infranatants was measured with a

SPECTRAmax Gemini XS spectrofluorometer using

485 nm excitation and 538 nm emission settings. The

amount of antibody on the microbubble surface was

then calculated from the fluorescence present in the

preparation of destroyed microbubbles, the amount

and fluorescence of the antibody initially added, and

the microbubble concentration data.

2.6. Flow chamber studies

The attachment and detachment studies were car-

ried out using a parallel plate flow chamber [24,25]

(Glycotech, Rockville, MD). The flow chamber was

positioned in the custom-built stage adapter that

inverted the chamber upside down. This geometry

allowed microbubbles to float to and interact with the

target surface during transit. Microbubbles (5� 106

ml� 1) were drawn through the flow chamber using an

adjustable infusion-withdrawal pump (Harvard Appa-

ratus, Holliston, MA). Flow chamber width was 2.5

mm; chamber gasket thickness was 0.254 mm (0.01

in.). The pump flow rate was adjusted to obtain the

desired shear stress at the substrate fluid interface,

microbubble infusion initiated, and particle counting

was started after a short delay necessary for the

stabilization of the microbubble flux through the

chamber. Video microscopy of microbubbles adhered

to the upper deck of the flow chamber was performed

using a 40� objective and a standard CCD camera

attached to a Leitz Laborlux 11 microscope. The video

was recorded onto Sony mini-DV tape using a Sony

DSR-30 Digital VCR connected to the CCD camera

and analyzed offline.

2.7. Microbubble accumulation on the target

MBP (5� 106 ml� 1) were drawn through the flow

chamber at a shear stress of 0.3 dyn/cm2 for 7 min.

Their adhesion to the target surface with different P-

selectin site densities (mean of 109, 7, or 3 molecules/

Am) was assessed. The accumulation of MBP at the

shear stresses of 0.2, 0.3, 0.6, 1.0, and 1.7 dyn/cm2

with the P-selectin site density of 109 molecules/Am2

was also assessed. Control experiments were per-

formed with plates with no P-selectin and on P-
selectin coated plates blocked with excess RB40.34

prior to infusion of microbubbles. Quantitative anal-

ysis of microbubble accumulation was performed by

counting the number of microbubbles adhered in the

observed area at 60-s intervals and a graph of micro-

bubble accumulation with time was plotted. The

observation area was measured as 110� 150 Am with

the aid of a stage micrometer. Imaging was performed

in the middle two-thirds of the flow deck.

2.8. Microbubble detachment from the target

Microbubbles were drawn into the flow chamber

and allowed to interact with the target surface by

flotation at zero flow for 2 min. After 2 min, PBS

was drawn through the flow chamber at a shear

stress of 0.15 dyn/cm2 to remove stationary but not

adhered microbubbles. The total number of micro-

bubbles adhered was recorded and microbubble

detachment was then assessed by drawing PBS

through the flow chamber with incremental shear

stress increases every 30 s.
3. Results

3.1. Biotinylated antibody

Binding of biotinylated RB40.34 to P-selectin was

compared with that of normal RB40.34 to P-selectin



Fig. 3. Size distribution of MBP targeted microbubbles (typical

Coulter counter number distribution measurement presented).
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using an ELISA technique. The biotinylated RB40.34

was found to possess somewhat decreased affinity to

P-selectin, but sufficiently high for successful binding

to the target (data not shown).

3.2. Characterization of P-selectin target surface

Surface site density of P-selectin was determined to

be 109F 10 molecules/Am2 (meanF S.E.M.) when

250 ng of P-selectin solution was added onto the

culture dish, 7F 4 molecules/Am2 when 25 ng was
Fig. 4. From microbubble size distribution, the overall surface was calculate

of f 2500 mAb molecules/um2. A 20� 20 nm membrane patch of the

hydrodynamic radius of an IgG antibody is about 5.5 nm.
added and 3F 9 molecules/Am2 when 2.5 ng was

added (see Fig. 2).

3.3. Characterization of targeted microbubbles

Fig. 3 shows the size distribution of a typical

antibody-coated microbubble preparation. Mean

microbubble diameter was f 3.5 Am. The size dis-

tribution profile did not show significant aggregation

of microbubbles following the addition of streptavidin

and biotinylated antibody (data not shown). The

number of antibody molecules per microbubble was

calculated to be (102F 3)� 103, or f 2500 RB40.34

antibody molecules per Am2 of the microbubble

surface. This translates to f 1 RB40.34 molecule

for every 400 nm2 (20� 20 nm area, see Fig. 4).

3.4. Characterization of microbubble accumulation

Microbubble accumulation was studied under

several sets of flow and antigen surface density

conditions. Dishes with the antigen attached were

post-blocked with casein solution to avoid nonspe-

cific attachment of microbubbles. In several experi-

ments, bovine serum albumin solution was used for

blocking instead of casein and similar microbubble

targeting behavior was observed. Keeping the shear
d assuming spherical geometry, resulting in antibody surface density

microbubble surface holds one molecule of RB40.34 on it. The



Fig. 6. Microbubble accumulation as a function of shear stress (0.2,

0.3, 0.6, 1 and 1.7 dyn/cm2) at a P-selectin site density of 109

molecules/Am2. MeanF S.E.M., n= 3 for all curves.
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stress and microbubble concentration constant at 0.3

dyn/cm2 and 5� 10� 6 ml� 1, respectively, the

microbubble accumulation over a 7-min interval at

three P-selectin site densities was assessed (Fig. 5).

Increased numbers of microbubbles accumulated at

higher P-selectin site density and the difference in

the accumulation rates (as computed by linear

regression) was found to be statistically significant.

Control experiments performed on culture dishes

without any P-selectin or on culture dishes coated

with P-selectin but blocked with excess mAb

RB40.34 (Fig. 5, two lines on the bottom) demon-

strated minimal accumulation of microbubbles com-

pared to that when P-selectin was present on the

culture dish.

3.5. Shear stress dependence

Microbubble accumulation was also assessed at

five different shear stresses keeping the P-selectin

site density at 109 molecules/Am2 (Fig. 6). Linear

regression analysis of the data sets was performed

to assess the kinetics of microbubble accumulation

on the target surface. Microbubble accumulation

rate was found to be the greatest at a shear stress

of 0.6 dyn/cm2 as compared to the other shear

stresses of 0.2, 0.3, 1 and 1.7 dyn/cm2 (Figs. 6 and

7). The slopes of the linear regression lines in Fig.

6 represent the rate of microbubble accumulation

per minute in the field of view.
Fig. 5. Microbubble accumulation as a function of P-selectin site

densities (109, 7 and 3 molecules/Am2). MeanF S.E.M., n= 7, 3,

and 3, respectively. When P-selectin-coated surface (initially 109

molecules/Am2 setting) was pre-blocked by incubation with excess

soluble mAb RB40.34, attachment observed was similar to 0 site

density (nonspecific, no P-selectin added).
The mean size of the bubbles accumulated on

the P-selectin surface at 0.6 dyn/cm2 shear as

determined by video microscopy (f 3.4 um) was

similar to the mean size of the original microbubble

dispersion preparation. The microbubble accumula-

tion is low at higher shear stresses, increases as the

shear stress decreases, reaches a peak and falls

again at very low shear stresses. This behavior

reflects the net balance between increased delivery

at higher flow rates and decreased attachment at

higher shear stress.
Fig. 7. Attachment rate as function of shear stress. Microbubbles

attaching per 40� field per min at various shear stresses. P-selectin

site density was 109 molecules/Am2. Maximal microbubble

retention on the target occurs around a shear stress of 0.6 dyn/

cm2. (Statistically different from other flow rates, p< 0.05).



Fig. 8. Microbubble detachment resulting from periodic (every 30 s)

incremental increases of the shear stress at P-selectin site densities

of 109, 7 and 3 molecules/Am2.
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3.6. Characterization of microbubble detachment

Microbubble detachment was assessed by increas-

ing the flow every 30 s and observing the number of

microbubbles remaining bound. Fig. 8 shows the

percentage of microbubbles remaining adhered to

the target surface coated with three different P-selectin

site densities. Better retention of microbubbles was

found on the target surfaces with higher P-selectin site

densities. For a P-selectin site density of 109 mole-

cules/Am2, half-maximal detachment was achieved at

a shear stress of 34 dyn/cm2.
4. Discussion

In this report, a rigorous quantitative analysis of the

attachment and detachment properties of targeted

microbubbles is provided. The salient findings include

a monotonous increase of the rate of accumulation

with P-selectin site density on the substrate and a bell-

shaped dependence on wall shear stress with a max-

imum at 0.6 dyn/cm2. This general behavior is similar

to that of coated polystyrene beads on endothelial

cells [17] or in a cell-free system [16]. Although the

rate of attachment at 1.7 dyn/cm2 and above was

small, the targeted microbubbles could easily support

continued adhesion once attachment had been

achieved at this and higher wall shear stresses up to

65 dyn/cm2 or more.
These findings have direct implications for strate-

gies aimed at optimizing the local accumulation of

targeted ultrasound contrast agents. Although one-step

antibody-based systems like the one used here have

successfully been used to delineate areas of inflam-

mation in vivo by binding to the walls of post-

capillary venules [7], this design is unlikely to provide

attachment rates at high wall shear stress. However,

the present data demonstrate that successful targeting

may be possible in high-flow areas if a period of low

flow can be achieved. Such situations can occur

during organ transplantation, for example, of the

kidney. Microbubbles targeted to P-selectin infused

during an in vitro perfusion period conducted at

reduced flow rates would likely be suitable to outline

areas of inflammation and make them visible to

ultrasound. It is known that the outcome of kidney

transplantations is critically affected by the inflamma-

tory response secondary to ischemia– reperfusion

damage [26].

Effective attachment at high wall shear stresses is

necessary to image sites of vascular inflammation in

large vessels like inflamed atherosclerotic plaques

(‘‘vulnerable plaques’’) in the carotid artery, coronar-

ies, and the aorta. To achieve this, incorporation of

selectin ligands on the microbubble surface may be

required in addition to the targeting antibody. One

such ligand, PSGL-1, has previously been shown to

support attachment and slow rolling of beads up to

shear stresses of 0.7 and 3.5 dyn/cm2, respectively

[16]. The selectin bond with this ligand is character-

ized by exceptionally high on-rates, much higher than

the on-rates of antibody–antigen pairs [27,28], al-

though the affinities of selectin ligand–selectin bonds

fall within the same range as those of antibody–

antigen bonds [27,28]. Consistent with antibody–

antigen bond kinetics, microbubble rolling was not

observed in this study at the shear stresses tested,

presumably because the antigen–antibody bond, once

formed, does not easily dissociate. This is also sup-

ported by the observation that targeted microbubbles,

once allowed to attach to the target, remained stably

bound even at very high levels of wall shear stress.

Some of the previous studies using targeted nano-

spheres [18] also did not report rolling, but immediate

arrest. In cell-based attachment systems, surface struc-

tures like extendable microvilli may also contribute to

rolling phenomenon [29]. It is unlikely that for a
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simple spherical microbubble antibody-mediated tar-

geting the observed binding shear dependence (Fig. 7)

with the maximum at 0.6 dyn/cm2 could be caused by

the complicated phenomena such as shear threshold-

ing [30]. Shear thresholding was reported for PSGL-1-

type ligands, and not for antibody-mediated adhesion

so far. In case of antibody-mediated microbubble

targeting, the microbubble target accumulation rates

at shear stresses < 0.6 dyn/cm2 are nearly proportional

to the flow rates and microbubble flux through the

target area; at higher flow rates, the generated wall

shear stress is sufficient to overcome the forces that

retain the majority of the microbubbles on the target,

and the rate of microbubble accumulation is reduced.

The sum of these two effects causes a bell-shaped

dependence of attachment rate on shear stress.

Previous reports have shown that targeted micro-

bubbles can bind to cultured endothelial cells under

flow conditions [12,14] and to post-capillary venules

in the mouse cremaster muscle [7]. The levels of wall

shear stress found in those systems are in the same

general range ( < 2 dyn/cm2), although higher shear

stresses are found in some post-capillary venules [31].

It is possible that presentation of the target molecule

on a cell rather than on plastic may be beneficial for

delivery at higher wall shear stress. It was reported

that microbubbles targeted to P-selectin bind through

at least three mechanisms, binding to P-selectin

expressed on the endothelium or on platelets, which

in turn can bind to leukocytes, and binding to leuko-

cytes through P-selectin independent processes [7].

Indirect microbubble delivery through platelet binding

may enable even antibody-coated microbubbles to be

delivered in areas of higher wall shear stress. How-

ever, a rigorous, complete characterization of micro-

bubble binding and detachment kinetics is not

possible in vivo because the local site density of the

targeted molecule is unknown.

The measurement of surface site densities of P-

selectin on the flow chamber plastic and of mAb

RB40.34 on the microbubbles rests on several

assumptions. Although this is true of all reported

measurements of site densities, these assumptions

are not always addressed explicitly. An assumption

is made that one P-selectin molecule binds one

antibody molecule, and each biotinylated antibody

binds one Europium-labeled streptavidin. Since the

level of biotinylation is less than 1 mol of biotin per
mol of antibody, this appears reasonable, but direct

proof that all the assumptions are met is not provided.

For example, some P-selectin-IgG may be adsorbed to

the plastic in an orientation that precludes antibody

binding. Such a molecule would not be measured, but

would also not be available to support targeted micro-

bubble binding. The measured site density most likely

represents a ‘‘functional’’ site density. The method

reported here is an improvement over previous site

density measurements [15] in that site densities are

measured on the same tissue culture dish material as

that used in the flow chamber. Site densities measured

in a 48-well plate [15] may not exactly correspond

to those in the flow chamber, even if concentration,

time and temperature are matched, because the site

density is likely influenced by the geometry, i.e.

surface-to-volume ratio, and by the chemical compo-

sition of the polystyrene. Consistent with previous

reports [32], a strongly nonlinear relation between the

coating concentration and the resulting site density

was found in this study.

Targeted microbubbles investigated in this study

were prepared from water-insoluble decafluorobutane

gas and stabilized with a monolayer of phospholipid,

decorated with a brush of poly(ethylene glycol). A

fraction of poly(ethylene glycol) chains carried biotin

on the distal end of the polymer chain [23]. Such

design allows attachment of a wide variety of bio-

tinylated ligands, including antibodies, to the bubble

surface via a streptavidin linker. While this targeted

microbubble design is not directly applicable to the

contrast agents for the use in patient studies, it offers

flexibility, ease of use and reproducibility, desirable

for the laboratory investigations. The average number

of antibody molecules per bubble in the preparation

studied is not very high, f 105, which is less than full

coverage. The number of lipid molecules in a mono-

layer covering such an average bubble with a spher-

ical shape and surface area of f 40 Am2 can be

computed as f 8� 107. These 105 ligand molecules

allow selective and reasonably firm binding to the

target; the concentration of mAb RB40.34 on the

microbubble surface is higher than the surface con-

centration of selectin ligands on cells (approximately

25,000 molecules PSGL-1 per leukocyte, [27]). Due

to the difference in the particle size and surface area,

ligand surface density difference between the bubbles

and leukocytes is even more striking. Similar esti-
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mates of antibody density on microbubbles were

obtained earlier by an indirect FACS method [7].

Calculation of microbubble surface and antibody

concentration in the preparations shows that there is

on average one molecule of RB40.34 antibody per

20� 20 nm microbubble surface area. The hydrody-

namic radius of an IgG antibody is f 5.5 nm [33].

While this surface density does not amount to a

geometrically complete coverage, ligand brought in

contact with the microbubble has a high probability of

a productive binding with antibody.

Future clinical usage of targeted ultrasound con-

trast agents will include selective imaging of the areas

of inflammation, ischemia–reperfusion injury, angio-

genesis and apoptosis, in large vessels or on the

microvascular level, including the areas of rapid blood

flow and high wall shear stress. In all of these

conditions of interest, shear flow forces dominate

buoyancy forces. Microbubbles have been reported

to travel freely throughout the vasculature with the

hydrodynamic behavior similar to red blood cells

[34]. A typical imaging session lasts for 10–20 min

after contrast administration; microbubble contrast is

gradually cleared from the bloodstream and accumu-

lated in the target area during this period, therefore,

the timing interval chosen for this study is relevant for

in vivo situations [7]. The microbubble preparations

used in this study possess good in vivo stability and

should be able to survive in vivo for tens of minutes,

especially when attached to the target.

In conclusion, microbubbles targeted to P-selectin

show optimal attachment at 0.5–1 dyn/cm2, which is

suitable for targeting to post-capillary venules of

inflamed tissues in vivo. The considerable resistance

to detachment even at very high wall shear stress

suggests that targeted microbubbles can be designed

for imaging of high-flow areas including vulnerable

plaques in conduit arteries.
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